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SUMMARY OVERVIEW
Large skimmer barges for Arctic/ocean oil-spill recovery are proposed, based on technology
tested at Ohmsett in 2012, where oil-recovery rates up to 93% were confirmed. RESTCo
proposes to lead a team to construct an improved model for tank testing in an environment
characterized by oil floating on water with broken ice present. A 1/10-scale demonstration
version of the 60m×26m full-size design would be constructed in order to fit within testing
facilities. Oil-recovery rates of up to 70% (at one pass) may be feasible in broken-ice conditions,
provided skimming is carried out within a short time following the spill – thereby ensuring oil
removal before “oil-ice-sandwich formation” occurs.
The National Research Council Canada (NRCC), Extreme Spill Technology (EST) and
Spilltronics are all key contributors to carrying out work under this proposal, while RESTCo fills
its role of managing the collaboration and contributing its specific expertise.
NRCC is providing use of its climatecontrolled indoor ice tank facility,
which can accommodate saline water,
make ice from saline water, permit
testing with ice and real oil, and
contribute expertise related to ice and
oil-ice behaviour.
EST is the patent holder and source of
expertise related to the gravity oil
collection tower and related vessel
design to maximize the skimmer’s
effectiveness for collecting floating oil.
Spilltronics has developed and
Figure 1. NRCC Ice Tank showing broken ice.
manufactures automated monitoring and
control systems appropriate to the
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operation of the EST collection tower, specifically for controlling the pumping of recovered oil
from the tower to storage, while not moving volumes of water with the oil, as occurs with most
skimmer designs.
RESTCo will carry out testing of specific oil-ice characteristics on a small (bench) scale with a
view to improving oil-ice separation. Knowledge acquired during this testing will be
incorporated into the design of EST technology-based test model hulls and towers, including
Spilltronics monitoring and control equipment. These models will be used to carry out
additional testing in the NRCC ice tank (Figure 1). Hull-based ice-management approaches and
test-tower enhancements to reduce the amount of water and ice collected with the oil will be
tested. What is learned from all this work will be incorporated into the new vessel and tower to
be delivered to BSEE.
HOW THE CURRENT EST GRAVITY SKIMMER VESSEL WORKS
The EST vessel is based on a catamaran hull, where the tunnel forms a funnel at the front
opening and the underside of its deck has an inclined plane that submerges floating oil as the
vessel travels over the spill. This eliminates wave action and allows the oil to form a smooth
layer above the water before it reaches the opening of the gravity tower. As buoyant oil rises in
the tower, it displaces the denser water. Sensors in the tower determine when the volume of oil
in the tower is sufficient for the oil-removal pump to start, and also when the water in the tower
has risen to a level at which the pump shuts off. The pump transfers oil from the collection
tower to on-board storage tanks built into the hull. The draft and attitude of the vessel are
maintained by pumping out ballast water as oil is moved to the on-board storage tanks. When
on-board storage capacity is reached, recovered oil can be pumped into buoyant bladders or
accompanying tanker ships.
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Figure 2. Cross-section schematic of the EST skimmer
operation.
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Figure 2 illustrates how an EST skimmer functions. The bottom opening of the tower is
protected by a grate to prevent large debris items from entering.
As EST vessels are expected to be multi-functional, it will be convenient and cost-effective to
locate them at operations at risk of an oil spill. The EST vessel can be reconfigured to oil spill
response mode within minutes if the tower(s) are in place, or in less than an hour if they are not.
DEVELOPING THE EST TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN BROKEN ICE
In an environment with broken ice of various sizes, the grate at the base of the tower would
prevent ice pieces more than 15 centimetres across from entering the towers. Operating in a
broken-ice environment creates new issues for oil collection using the EST skimmer. Very large
pieces of ice (greater than 17 metres in width) will need to be broken into smaller pieces for
processing (external ice management). Large ice pieces submerged below the vessel have the
potential to take adhering oil past the grate and avoid collection. Smaller pieces of ice and slush
will be able to float into the collection towers. We wish to minimize the amount of ice being
collected with the oil. The objective is to recover oil without collecting ice, leaving the ice in the
water, but cleaned of oil.
RESTCo proposes to test and refine several techniques for effectively and efficiently removing
oil from ice as it passes under the vessel, and within the collection towers (where both oil and ice
will float above the water). Initial research work will characterize oil-ice adhesion
characteristics and means of enhancing separation at the laboratory-bench scale, and provide
initial validation of the proposed approaches (i.e., submerging the ice, repositioning using the
hull shape, agitation, rinsing/spraying by active ice washing, and heating). This work will be
documented and reported to BSEE, and will also inform the design of the test towers and model
hull test jig.
Currently specified pumps, pipes and hoses will be re-evaluated in the context of encountering
chunks of ice.
Test towers and shortened-hull models will be designed and built to allow test tank scale testing
of those approaches that appear promising from the bench testing. In the NRCC tank, the test
sets (hull jig and test tower combinations) will be attached to the movable bridge, and run over a
course of broken ice and oil in salt water, with the facility kept close to zero degrees Celsius.
Results from each run will be recorded, including video, to determine which combination of
equipment and technique provides the best results. Towers used in this testing will the same size
as that used on the demonstration vessel to be delivered to BSEE. While BSEE will make its
own determination of what testing will be done at Ohmsett, we anticipate that it will utilize crude
oil and various sizes and shapes of ice, in calm and rough conditions, at the lowest temperatures
experienced at Ohmsett during the test period.
Bladders would not be used for auxiliary storage in an environment characterized by broken ice,
but double-hulled tankers would be acceptable.
BACKGROUND
The continuing appetite of the world for oil means that as the easy oil is obtained, we are moving
to more challenging locations to extract oil. One of these areas is offshore in the Arctic, in
waters that are ice-covered for part of the year, and partially covered for the remainder.
Increased shipping traffic in the Arctic, related to greater activity and transiting as Arctic sea
routes become increasingly navigable, increases the risk of fuel-oil and cargo spills in icy waters.
The distance from support bases is large, and the difficulty of mounting a response from a
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distance adds to the challenges already inherent in spill response in areas closer to oil response
infrastructure.
We need to do better in terms of oil-spill response, especially in the Arctic. We have to provide
fast response, and not only on a fine, calm summer day on still water. The Arctic has limited
light for almost half the year. Arctic storms are the stuff of legend, and there is evidence that
they are becoming more intense as increased open water and warmer air add moisture and energy
to storm systems.
Oil under contiguous ice is nearly impossible to recover or remove using currently available
technology, and this oil can travel under the ice with a moving pack for miles in a day (Beaufort
Sea Project reports (1977−1985). This adds urgency to implementing a fast and effective spillresponse strategy in Arctic waters.
The Arctic presents challenges for delivery of dispersants as were applied during the Macondo
blowout in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. In one mapped Arctic scenario, the distance from the
nearest suitable airstrip in Alaska (Fairbanks) to an offshore drilling location in the Chukchi Sea
is 800 miles − one way. Even an aircraft with a nominal range of 2300 miles (C-130 Hercules)
in ideal conditions will find its operational capability impacted when 1600 miles (70% of its
nominal operating range) is consumed by the round-trip distance, more if fuel has to be kept in
reserve in case the aircraft is diverted from its primary base. It will take over 2 hours to get on
station from take-off. Daylight is either limited or almost non-existent for 4 months of the year,
including the end of, and following, the proposed drilling season. Good flying weather at low
altitude is not a given.
Dispersants mixed with oil do more damage to marine ecosystems than untreated oil, and an
oil/dispersant mix is not suitable for recovery and subsequent use. The Macondo blowout has
proved this beyond doubt. Community and political resistance to the use of dispersants is
continuing to build (Dickins (2011), 5th-anniversary media coverage of the Macondo event).
Because of currents and waves, containment booms do not work well in the open ocean, nor does
in-situ burning (ISB); furthermore, to safely and effectively apply accelerants to start a fire in the
middle of the ocean in Arctic conditions is problematic when moving ice is present. When ISB
can be employed, burning of the oil and accelerant(s) tends to produce a high-soot smoke plume,
which has negative consequences for the albedo of surface ice and snow encountered downwind
of the burn area. This “dark snow” effect is now being implicated in the accelerated melting of
Greenland glaciers. This effect was noted in the albedo studies of Adams in the Beaufort Sea
Project oil-spill studies (Beaufort Sea Project reports (1977−1985). Community and political
resistance to the use of ISB is rising (Dickins 2011).
Previous research indicates that when oil floats on water with ice present, the oil spreads less
than in warmer water without ice, and forms a thicker layer (Playerle & Sayed 1994; Dickins
2011). This would suggest an advantage for a mechanical skimmer in Arctic conditions, if the
oil is not too viscous for the specific skimmer.
Previous research and personal communications (Sayed) indicate that the cohesion and other
behaviours of oils in ice depend on the characteristics of both the oil and the ice. There has been
limited research on the interaction of oil and ice in specific combinations.
Conventional mechanical skimmers (disc, brush, drum in a variety of sizes, shapes and
configurations) tend to feature many moving parts, have low pick-up rates, and do not cope well
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with highly viscous emulsions and oil, let alone ice. Most models are labour-intensive to
operate, and expose personnel to the elements and the spilled oil. Mechanical skimmers tend to
rely on booms for containment in order to increase the encountered oil volume, but booms are
generally ineffective in icy water or in even small waves or currents.
For oil recovery and removal on icy water in the Arctic, a better approach is needed. RESTCo
principals and associates have been studying oil-spill behaviour in the Arctic for years, dating
back to the Beaufort Sea Project in the 1970s. We have studied various approaches to oil-spill
recovery, removal and remediation, including how they apply to the rctic and the effectiveness
and conse uences of these a roaches.
TCo is now working on integrating a suite of s illres onse technologies. or s ills in ic water we see some a roaches that have strong otential.
ne of these the T gravit skimmer combined with the illtronics automated monitoring
and control s stem is the focus of this ro osal. The EST oil skimmer has proven effective in
oil-on-water tests with real oil (light and heavy) and proxies. It is a robust technology, designed
for use in open-sea conditions, and we see the EST/Spilltronics combination as the only viable
oil spill recovery technology developed to date that is likely to be effective in icy waters.
The 21 pages of results obtained as a result of testing at Ohmsett in 2012 can be found on pages
16−36 of the accompanying document "Extreme Spill Technology Research and Development
Product Testing Results". (Additional test results from other testing are shown in the same
document.) In short, the EST prototype tested at Ohmsett recovered over 90% of encountered oil
in calm conditions and over 75% with waves present in a single pass. Subsequent refinements
and research indicate that these results can be improved with additional design work, testing and
use.
The EST equipment also offers the potential for a secondary technology to be employed via the
stern of the vessel (e.g., “water olishing” adsorbent, bioremediation material). This is not art
of the present proposal. The EST equipment can also be used with booms and bow sweeps in
conditions where these are effective. The EST barge can also carry booms and be fitted to
deploy them, if that is desired.
EST vessels can be designed and built to accommodate specific ice conditions as appropriate for
the location. (The Kulluk drill ship used by Shell in Alaska was Class 4.)
The effectiveness of these large skimmer barges is further improved by their ability to operate in
adverse weather. s the crew’s onl exterior job is to handle hoses and hawsers they can remain
protected from fumes and cold, thanks to the climate-controlled, pressurized cabin, where they
also operate the vessel controls and the oil-spill machinery. Oil processing is done below the
vessel and in the collection towers – no oil or oily equipment is brought on deck. It is therefore
safe to operate through the night and during the long dark Arctic winter. By using EST oilentrapment towers from which all air has been evacuated by a positive-displacement pump, free
oil surface is simply eliminated. In spite of wave motion, the oil and water in the EST towers do
not flow about and emulsify – the oil stays above the water. Non-emulsified oil pumped to
storage could be over 95% pure, provided that it can be collected quickly.
The EST equipment is designed from the outset to be not only ocean-capable, but also multifunctional; oil-recovery towers can be easily removed and stored off-board using an on-board
crane, the moon ools covered, and the vessel’s large clear deck used for other ur oses. wing
to the barge design, we expect that it could be used as a re-supply vessel or for personnel
transport, servicing or nearby storage for consumables (e.g., drill pipe, drill mud). However it is
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used, it will be held convertible to its primary function as a skimmer within a short period. We
have in mind one hour as the maximum changeover time. The barge can be fitted with typical
seafaring and multi-use equipment, such as cranes, deluge guns (water) for fire-fighting,
shipping container securing gear, bridge/cabin, helicopter landing. Emergency accommodation
and medical facilities will be included for responding to cruise-ship, oil-rig or air-crash
accidents. It can be self-powered or towed or pushed by another vessel. (An unpowered 1/10scale version is part of this proposal.) These features not only provide the operator with a
superior oil spill response capability on location to allow fast response, but is also a good-value
proposition, as the vessel can serve other purposes when not responding to a spill.
In September 2012, a 12m×3m skimmer (see Figures 3a,b,c) designed for the Canadian Coast
Guard (CCG), built by EST, and fitted with its oil-separation technology, was tested at Ohmsett.
It achieved an oil-recovery rate of 93% on calm water.

Figures 3a,b,c. Skimmer tested at Ohmsett in 2012.
It could operate effectively, albeit with slightly reduced efficiency, in significant wave
conditions, which render other skimmers ineffective or inoperable. EST holds international
patents on its technology, including U.S.A. and Canada.
The Ocean Engineering Research Centre at Memorial University, Newfoundland, has assisted in
hull design and in understanding the physics of oil/water separation in the tower.
Ice Conditions
EST skimmer technology is designed to cope with the full range of water and ice conditions that
can occur on the outer continental shelf. This includes a Polar Class 5 (PC 5) vessel design. For
operations in harsher ice conditions than PC 5 can accommodate, we anticipate operation in
conjunction with appropriate ice-breakers.
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Figure 4. Multi-direction ice breakage.
PC 5 ships are designed for year-round operation in medium first-year ice (70–130 cm thick),
which may contain old ice inclusions. Old ice is defined as sea ice that has survived at least one
summer’s melt. Its topographic features generally are smoother than those of first-year ice. Old
ice may be subdivided into second-year and multi-year ice. In Arctic late winter, most of the ice
cover is first-year ice. Information about ice in the Canadian Arctic, which is also relevant to the
Arctic waters off northern Alaska, is provided by the 30-year Climatic Ice Atlases of
Environment Canada, which can be accessed on-line at http://www.ec.gc.ca/glacesice/default.asp?lang=En&n=090AF7D6-1.
Information suggests that for an offshore Arctic oil drilling program, in the Beaufort Sea for
example, active drilling could commence when ice break-up occurs and would end at freeze-up
or shortly thereafter. The actual length of the drilling season would depend on the degree of icebreaker support that could provide ice management, which is now considered a normal part of
Arctic operations. The type of ice conditions will depend on the location of the drilling activity,
whether in the coastal region with fast ice, in the outer continental shelf region where the mobile
polar pack occurs, or in the transition zone between these two regions. Figure 5 provides
characterization of the complexities of Arctic ice.

Figure 5. Configurations of oil on ice (Dickins 2004).
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The development of sea ice and the thickness of its various types over time are described in the
Environment Canada Sea Ice Products Guide (http://ec.gc.ca/glacesice/default.asp?lang=En&n=19CDA64E-1).
PROPOSED FULL-SCALE SKIMMER
Figures 6a and 6b show the proposed full-scale skimmer barge – a twin-hull 60m×26m skimmer
with 8 EST towers. Each tower will measure 3 metres high, 2.2 metres across, and 4 metres fore
and aft at the rectangular base. The top plate measures 1 metre square, and the total internal
volume is 14.7 cubic metres. Each tower will have its own independent sensors and pump
system. When a tower has accumulated approximately 2 cubic metres of oil, the oil will be
pumped from the tower to on-board storage. The full-scale skimmer barge can store 1400 tonnes
of oil on board before it will need to transfer the oil to a tanker or other off-board storage.

Figure 6a.

Figure 6b.

It is designed to operate in any of 3 conditions:




Open water
Light ice conditions, the skimmer acting as its own ice-breaker
Heavy ice, when the skimmer would be preceded by an ice-breaker

This skimmer barge would have the following features:







It is built to withstand heavy ice conditions, having a double hull, as it will carry quantities
of recovered oil.
In oil-recovery mode its speed will be approximately 2 knots. However, in transit, without
ballast, the hull can be raised and, if not self-propelled, its speed will be limited primarily
by the power of the pushing vessel.
It will be able to operate in heavy wave conditions both by virtue of its size and because
operation of the oil/water separation mechanism is independent of the attitude of the vessel.
The size, recovery rate, and speed of response capability are so high that even large spills
can be tackled without recourse to other means of spill control, thus obviating the need for
burning or dispersants, both of which have serious environmental and economic
disadvantages.
Because of its simplicity the total system is inherently robust, and therefore reliable.
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The skimmer has its own large capacity for storing recovered oil, but if and when that
capacity is exceeded, the oil can be transferred to other tankage without interrupting
operation of the skimmer.
The trim of the skimmer can be automatically controlled to achieve optimum skimming
capability by adjusting seawater/recovered-oil ballast – held in separate tanks to avoid
cross-contamination.
Safe operating conditions for crew can be maintained, since there is no need to venture
from the security of the cabin during oil-recovery operations.
24-hour operation can be maintained, and where called for, remote aerial surveillance
capability will be used to ensure optimum navigation to recover spilled oil (not part of this
proposal). The barge incorporates a helipad and hangar.)

Figure 7. EST Collection Tower for the 60m Skimmer Barge.
Each tower will measure 3 metres high, 2.2 metres across, and 4 metres fore and aft at the
rectangular base. The top plate measures 1 metre square, and the total internal volume is 14.7
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cubic metres. Each tower will have its own independent sensors and pump system. When a
tower has accumulated approximately 2 cubic metres of oil, the oil will be pumped from the
tower to on-board storage. The full-scale skimmer barge can store 1400 tonnes of oil on board
before it will need to transfer the oil to a tanker or other off-board storage (Figure 7).
Spilltronics Automated Monitoring and Control System
The Spilltronics product automates the monitoring and operation of the collection tower.
Integrated WiFi permits monitoring via a variety of displays
concurrently if needed at the
tower, in the cabin, or in the hands of crew members.

Figure 7a.

Figure 7b.

Figures 7a and 7b show sample displays from Spilltronics monitoring and control products.
FOCUS OF THIS PROJECT
The efficiency with which EST technology functions having already been established, the focus
of this proposed project is to refine and improve the technology to enable it to operate in the
presence of ice and under Arctic conditions.
Description of Work
This description of the work to be done is based on our understanding of the related science
today. We reserve the right to modify the details of the work on the basis of what we learn as we
roceed (e.g., if one ath turns out to be a “dead end” earl on, or is particularly promising).
This flexibility will allow for better overall outcomes, but will not be at the expense of ensuring
completeness in specific areas of research.
Enhancing Oil/Ice Separation
1. Literature search plus contributions from NRCC experts on ice and oil interaction.
2. Determine types of ice relevant to this research, and define them and means of producing
them (e.g., freshwater ice, saline ice, frazile ice, weathered ice, fresh ice surfaces, sheet,
cube, block).
3. Develo a “tub testing” research framework, ground rules and timetable to establish
baseline separation characteristics. Oil separation due to gelling, adhesion and physical
capture will be primary areas of work.
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4. Physical testing of oil/ice combinations, observe behaviours, and record results (video,
still photographs, laboratory book for characteristics of interest, e.g., wicking, viscosity,
observed changes in oil or ice as a result of contact, attraction/repulsion, environmental
conditions). (We expect to test over 50 combinations of ice type, size and shape.)
5. Bench and small-tank testing for work on reducing emulsion generation related to
skimmer collection of oil (effects of salt vs. fresh water, effects of temperature).
6. Tank testing of selected oil/ice combinations with multiple tower configurations. Four
towers will be constructed for testing purposes: one control/spare, three for different
research approaches). We expect to use the following five research approaches:
a. Direct heating of tower contents, steam or hot-water injection including
evaluating the benefit of insulating the tower and the impacts of thermal vs.
density stratification (air, oil, water, fine ice pieces) (Tower 2).
b. Indirect heating of tower contents, e.g., heat exchanger vs. internal fire-box
(Tower 2).
c. Mechanical removal of small ice pieces from the tower (Tower 3).
d. Ice “tumbling” at the base of the tower (distinct from ice motion under the hull
ahead of the collection tower) (Tower 3).
e. Directed spray of hot water or steam onto ice as it enters the collection tower
(Tower 4).
The test towers will be made of steel to facilitate modifications and to withstand abuse in the
course of frequent handling while not mounted on the test rig. The test towers, together with the
Spilltronics sensors and plumbing fittings, will be designed and fitted to allow for fast
installation in and removal from the test rig.
We expect to do iterative testing on the test towers. As we learn from early tests, additional tests
will likely be required (e.g., to determine heat-exchanger flow rates, optimal temperature of
heated water to arrive at best case of oil separation vs. heat energy used, direction and intensity
of spray).
Calibrated amounts of oil and ice will be used in each pass. Oil will not be re-used in the
experiments, in order to maintain as much consistency of oil characteristics as possible. (For at
least one pass, collected oil will be compared with source oil to look for any change in
characteristics.) Actual oil-testing will be done with Alaska North Slope crude to be supplied by
BSEE. Ice characteristics, environmental conditions, including water travel speed, and volume
of oil, water and ice recovered will be noted and recorded for each test pass. Specific properties
of each tower configuration will also be recorded (e.g., heat-exchanger flow rate).
Test-tower heating will be provided by a heating system suitable for indoor use.
Samples of the water exiting the test rig will be collected and analyzed to establish residual oil
ratios.
Submersible video cameras will be used to record these tests, in addition to visual observations.
All ice-related testing will be done using real ice made from saline water. Neither “model ice”
nor plastic ice will be used.
Research results from this work will be put into a report to be delivered to BSEE.
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RESTCo has developed expertise with several oil-removal and -remediation technologies apart
from the EST skimmer vessel and collection tower, which will facilitate clean-up of the tanks
and tubs.
Enhancing Hull Design for Ice Management
The effectiveness of equipment and techniques will depend on the size of ice chunks
encountered. While it will be possible to submerge a 400-tonne piece of ice under the 2000tonne skimmer barge, tumbling it is out of the question, unless it can be broken into pieces no
larger than 0.5 metres in the largest dimension, but no less than 25 centimetres, in order to not
float up into the collection tower. Pieces up to 17 metres in their largest dimension will be able
to pass through the tunnel and under the tower base grates. With ice pieces of this size, some
tumbling can likely be accomplished via modifications to the existing tower base grate design
and positioning.
Research specific to icy-water operation of the EST technology will include studying the
interaction of ice with the hull, active and passive means of moving the ice below the vessel to
prevent ice-jamming and improve oil separation from the ice, and multiple techniques for
managing ice and slush that may enter the oil-collection tower.
To the extent possible (constrained by test-tank configurations and budget) and based on the
expertise of Dr. Williams, we plan to keep scaling effects to a minimum in testing, so that results
from this research reflect the performance of full-size vessels encountering real oil with sea ice
on salt water.
Three model hulls suitable for use in the NRCC test tank with ice in moving water will be built
and tested. A base model emulating the current EST design will be used as a control. A version
with configurable passive ice management and control “gates”, and another with active
components (for spraying/rinsing and ice agitation), will also be developed and tested to
determine which provides the best results under different ice conditions.
Results from this work will be put into a report to be delivered to BSEE.
Final Collection Tower Construction
Based on the best outcomes from the tower tests of the overall recovery rate of oil floating on the
water surface where ice is present, and on preceding research, a final design for the collection
tower will be developed. This design will be supplied to EST for construction of the final
version of the collection tower for this project.
Vessel Construction
Based on analysis of results from hull- and flow-characteristics testing, a final design based on
hull shape and ice-management capabilities (active, passive, or both) will be developed.
The 1/10-scale (6m long) version of the vessel to accommodate the collection tower will be
constructed by EST, supported by subcontractors as required (e.g., marine architect, boat builder,
personnel with electronics, instrumentation, oil-transfer and storage equipment, and other
specific skill sets as required).
Vessel Testing (in-house)
There will be initial testing by EST to ensure that the vessel, including the final test tower and all
sensors, controls, pumps, connections, hoses, oil storage, etc., is complete and operational. This
testing will also ensure that the vessel is seaworthy and has no leaks. A motor may be attached
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to facilitate the testing, or the vessel may be towed. A drive system is not part of the deliverables
to BSEE or needed for its testing. RESTCo will review the EST testing prior to delivery of the
vessel to RESTCo. RESTCo will then conduct testing with ice to ensure that the vessel performs
as expected at the 1/10-model scale, and then with oil and ice. Results will be recorded and will
be part of the deliverables to BSEE.
Only after testing and acceptance by EST, and subsequently by RESTCo, will the vessel be
deemed ready for delivery to BSEE.
Provide Vessel Testing and Research Results to BSEE
The results of the vessel testing and research will be provided in the final report to BSEE.
Transport Vessel to BSEE Testing Facility
A commercial carrier with experience in crossing the Canada−U.S.A. border and with
appropriate expertise and insurance will be hired to transport the vessel to the BSEE test facility.
Support BSEE Testing of Vessel
When BSEE or its designate is prepared to undertake testing of the delivered vessel and
collection tower, RESTCo will provide up to two people, and EST will provide one person, for
up to 2 weeks to deliver training and support in the set-up of the vessel. Spilltronics may also
elect to have a representative on-site for one period of up to 2 weeks, within 2 months of delivery
of the vessel. If multiple trips are required, or the on-site support period occurs more than 3
months after delivery, mutually convenient alternative arrangements can be negotiated.
The size and shape of the ice pieces affect the rate of melting, and therefore will have an effect
on oil behaviour. In this proposal we will work with different types, shapes and sizes of ice with
oil to determine whether there is a preferred size for the ice pieces, as ice management at sea is
expected to be available
either integrated into the full-size vessel or, more likely, by an
accompanying ice-breaker.
List of Tasks with Hours by Resource
Item
Task
Item
#
#

Task

Resource
(*see key
below)

1

Initial Research - Oil

1.1

Literature search

CI

15

2

Research Work
Design

2.1

Plan

WA

30

2.2
2.3

Scaling Issues
Set-up

MW
WA
Tech

4
5
15

3.1
3.2
3.3

Perform & record
Draft report
Review report

Tech
Tech
MW

100
30
8

3

Oil Lab Tests

Hours
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3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10

Supervision
Review report
Finalize report
Consumables
Instrumentation
Recording equipment
Spill clean-up
materials

WA
WA
WA
RESTCo
RESTCo
RESTCo
RESTCo

35
8
4
In-kind
In-kind
In-kind
In-kind

4

Initial Research Towers

4.1

Literature search

CI

15

5

Research Design Towers

5.1

Plan

PR

24

5.2

Scaling issues

MW

6.1

Literature search

CI

15

6.2
6.3
6.4

Scaling Issues
Design considerations

MW
CI
PR

12
15
15

6

Initial Research Hulls

8

7

Construct "Vanilla"
Test Towers &
Shipping

7.1

included in
EST
subcontract 1
+ Spilltronics
subcontract

8

Construct Hulls &
Shipping

8.1

9

Shipping - Oil

9.1

10

Modifications to Test
Towers

10.1

EST

included in
EST
subcontract 1

11

Modifications to
Hulls

11.1

EST

included in
EST

EST

Shipping only

included in
EST
subcontract 1

TBD
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subcontract 1
12

Design Test Rig
Build Test Rig

12.1
12.2

PR
NRC

13

Configure Test Tank

13.1

NRC

included in
NRC
subcontract

14

Oil-ice towers testing

14.1

Physical activity

NRC

included in
NRC
subcontract

14.2

14.3

RESTCo participation
RESTCo participation
RESTCo participation
Tank rental

PR
WA
CI
NRC

15.1

Physical activity

NRC

15.2

RESTCo participation
RESTCo participation
Tank rental

PR
CI
NRC

15

Hulls testing

15.3

16

Oil testing - analysis
of results
Samples Collection

16.1

WA

16.2

NRC

16.3
17

Decision on pump
type

17.1

Samples testing

TBD
EST

7
included in
NRC
subcontract

100
80
15
included in
NRC
subcontract
included in
NRC
subcontract
25
10
included in
NRC
subcontract
15
included in
NRC
subcontract
> 50 samples
included in
EST
subcontract 1
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18

19

20

Towers - analysis of
results

Hulls - analysis of
results

Subsequent testing

18.1

22

Design decisions

Final design
document

10

CI
EST

24
included in
EST
subcontract 1

19.1

PR

5
5

19.2

CI
EST

20.1
20.2
20.3

21

PR

RESTCo test tank
Spill clean-up
materials
Perform & record

RESTCo
RESTCo

included in
EST
subcontract 1
in kind
in kind

Tech

30
15
15

21.2

PR
CI
EST

22.1

CI

22.2

PR
EST

21.1

23

Vessel & Tower
Construction

23.1

24

Transport to RESTCo
location

24.1

(contracted)

included in
EST
subcontract 1
15
8
included in
EST
subcontract 1

EST

included in
EST
subcontract 2

EST

included in
EST
subcontract 2
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25

RESTCo testing

25.1

26

Skimmer operation
documentation

26.1
26.2
26.3

27

28

Final Report for
BSEE & journal
article draft

Transport to BSEE
test location

27.1

28.1

CI
PR
WA

25
5
5

Write

CI

32

Review
Publish

EST
RESTCo

5
in kind

CI

35

WA
PR

20
10

TBD

included in
EST
subcontract 2

Resource Legend
CI
Mr. Christopher Ives (Engineer)
DM
Mr. Darryl McMahon (B.Com., project manager)
EST
Extreme Spill Technology and any subcontractors they see fit to hire, e.g., EYE
Marine Architects, boat-builders, etc.
EYE
E.Y.E. Marine Consulting
MW
Dr. Mary Williams, PhD
NRC
National Research Council Canada (also NRCC)
PR
Mr. Peter Russell (P.Eng.)
SPTX
Spilltronics
TBD
to be determined - multiple suppliers available on a commercial basis
Tech
Technician(s) to be hired on contract
WA
Dr. William (Bill) Adams PhD
We have established a tentative timeline that would put the refined 1/10-scale vessel in the hands
of BSEE in the fall of 2016, in accordance with B
’s desire to com lete work within a 12month span, and in time for testing with natural ice in a facility such as Ohmsett later in 2016.
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Figure 8. Gantt diagram of project schedule (high level).
PROPOSED MODEL SKIMMER
The 12m×3m CCG vessel, shown in Figure 3, is unavailable for the BSEE program. The CCG
De ut Commissioner wrote “In res onse to our re uest for access to a Canadian Coast Guard
oil skimmer, the Coast Guard is unable to grant your request as the skimmer is an essential piece
of res onse e ui ment that we maintain in tlantic Canada”.
An alternative model will be delivered for testing – a 6m×2.5m, 1/10-scale skimmer fitted with a
single EST tower.
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.

Figure 9. Test tower details.
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Figure 10. Tower grate (mounted at base).
It purports to be neither an accurate scaled-down version nor a commercially viable unit, but is
designed to clearly demonstrate concepts that can be tested in a tank and later built in larger
versions.
It will be fitted out with the following features (Figure 9):




One oil-separation tower incorporating windows for viewing the behaviour of the
oil/water/ice. A universal quick-connect fitting will permit the attachment of a variety of
positive-displacement pumps.
A horizontal grate at the moon-pool opening will exclude large chunks of ice from
entering the tower (Figure 10).
Means of heating the oil/water/ice mix in the top of the tower and other means of
enhancing operation with ice present will be tested. This will accelerate separation of the
oil from the ice that has not been achieved by the grate, and reduce the viscosity of the oil
to facilitate pumping and transfer to the tank(s).

While the 1/10-scale model is appropriate for fitting in the Ohmsett test tank, 1/10 scale is not
preferred for testing the collection towers. We expect to build the test towers at approximately
1/3−1/4 scale to provide space for modifications and hardware additions. We expect that this
approach will reduce error effects related to scale, and yield results consistent with those
obtained from full-size EST vessels.
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The primary differences between the proposed ocean-going vessel, capable of recovering
floating oil in broken ice conditions, and the 6-metre model are set out below:
(A) Size – The model is approximately 1/10 the size of the full-size vessel, so incorporating all
the features expected on the barge is impractical and unnecessary to prove that the EST
technology as refined by the proposed research and development works in ice/water.
(B) Propulsion – The model will be supplied without a propulsion system, as this is the typical
arrangement for vessels being tested at Ohmsett. There is nothing unconventional about
powering the proposed full-scale barge, and this does not affect the operation of the oil-recovery
technology.
(C) Automation Features – We expect that many aspects of operation on the barge, especially in
oil-recovery operation, will be automated to reduce crew count, increase recovery efficiency, and
facilitate round-the-clock operability. Where these features are relevant to the operation of the
oil-recovery technology, manual or scaled equivalent features (e.g., ballasting) will be used on
the model to ensure that the simplified, scale demonstration is still representative.
(D) An externally fuelled heating system will be used for the testing. On the full-size skimmer
vessels, heat would be produced on-board, possibly based on liquefied natural gas or diesel oil.
F.4. Meetings, Reports and Other Deliverables
1. Agenda for kick-off meeting.
2. Summary record of kick-off meeting.
3. Monthly updates via conference call and written summary.
4. Quarterly progress reports.
5.

e ort of results from

6. Report of results from

TCo’s research and testing related to oil/ice separation.
TCo’s research and testing related to hull design refinements.

7. Report of results from RESTCo's research on ice management options (active and
passive)
8. Final design document for vessel and tower construction for the 1/10-scale model.
9. Report of RESTCo evaluation of the constructed vessel.
10. Draft final report.
11. The 1/10-scale model EST vessel and collection tower, incorporating modifications based
on research and development earlier in the project, suitable for BSEE testing.
12. Documentation (in English only) related to the proper operation of the vessel and tower.
13. Final report.
14. Two weeks of on-site support by EST and RESTCo personnel during testing by BSEE.
15. Final presentation (closing meeting).
16. Draft journal article.
Additional material related to management of this project appears in the section Plan for
Management of Effort.
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L.10.2.1. SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL MERIT AND INNOVATION
(a) Technical approach.
The core of the technology rests in the simplest of phenomena: buoyancy. Ice and most oils
(including refined oil products) float. Break-up and superficial melting of the oil-coated ice will
separate the oil from the ice. The trials to be carried out over the fall and winter of 2015–2016
will allow us to evaluate the degree of success. We expect that free oil, i.e., not adhered to ice,
will be collected as successfully as previously demonstrated. We do not yet have evidence of the
proportion of oil adhered to the ice that will be collected. However, we are confident that it will
be a significant proportion. By controlling skimmer speed, grate proportions, ice-management
features, and amount of heat applied, we will be able to optimize settings to enhance system
efficacy. Performance will depend on temperature, oil type, and ice thickness, and whether oil
was released above or from beneath the ice.
b) Technical issues involved.
We are not building a full-size vessel, so the difference in size will affect behaviour, and results
from our models in test tanks will inevitably differ in degree from those that would be obtained
with a 60m vessel on open seas. Use of the fairly large ice tank at NRCC will allow us to control
for temperature, use salt water and ice, and deploy larger test model hulls and towers than
RESTCo could accommodate otherwise. The NRCC ice tank also allows us to use real oil in
repeated test runs.
(c) How this project will advance the state of the art.
Such trials will represent the first time that these features have been combined in one assembly.
Even though we may not match the 93% recovery rate demonstrated by EST at Ohmsett in
September 2012, we are confident that because of the rugged simplicity of the technology, it will
prove to be superior, especially when the harshest of conditions presented by the Arctic are
considered.
NRCC has provided a letter of support for this proposal, which is included in the package.
L.10.2.2. ADEQUACY OF KEY PERSONNEL
A short explanation of the role that each of the key personnel will play in the project is given in
the Price Volume.
Our proficiency is further addressed in the Past Performance / Past Experience section.
Résumés are included as an appendix.
L.10.2.3. ADEQUACY OF RESEARCH FACILITIES/TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
Facilities
NRCC will provide access to its fully enclosed and climate-controlled (refrigerated) ice-water
tank for testing of the tower and hull models by RESTCo.
(http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/solutions/facilities/marine_performance/lab_ice.html)
This tank is intended for use with fresh water, but can accommodate salt water and ice. NRCC
has not previously permitted the use of oil in this tank, but will carry out upgrades (at their cost)
prior to our testing to make the use of oil in the water acceptable. Use of salt water in the tank
will necessitate replacement of some parts, such as pump(s) and plumbing fittings, owing to
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corrosion associated with salt. This test tank is located in Ottawa, and measures 21m long by 7m
wide by 1.1m deep. NRCC and RESTCo will design and construct a test rig to utilize the tank
for our testing purposes.
EST, Spilltronics and E.Y.E. Marine Consulting have their own facilities appropriate to their
own businesses, and have delivered a larger EST vessel to CCG. These companies will be
contracted to build the test towers and hulls and the final 6m vessel and collection tower.
RESTCo will supply laboratory and testing equipment for preliminary research and testing for
this project, together with EPA-approved materials for oil clean-up and remediation as required.
RESTCo will provide use of its small test tank (5m long × 1m wide × 0.5m deep) as appropriate.
RESTCo will provide instrumentation, video-recording equipment, log books, computers and
such other equipment and supplies as are appropriate to facilitate the research and experiments
associated with this proposal, and record and analyze the results. RESTCo will arrange
workshop facilities as needed to build the test rig for the test towers and make modifications to
the towers relevant to the research paths being pursued.
G.3. CONTRACTOR’S PROJECT MANAGER
The Contractor’s designated Project Manager for this contract is Mr. Darryl McMahon, who is
an experienced project manager and RESTCo principal.
Project Manager Authority
For the proposed project, Darryl McMahon’s authorit as Project Manager and in controlling
disbursement of funds to subcontractors and researchers is augmented by his being a Director of
and shareholder in RESTCo, and having a small equity position in the subcontractor supplying
test models (per patent ownership) and the final 1/10-scale vessel, which incorporate patents held
by EST. His technical background and management experience make him ideal for managing
this complex project. He will have the authority to make any no-cost contract technical decisions
or special arrangements.
L.10.2.5. PAST PERFORMANCE AND PAST EXPERIENCE
General Description
The following information is provided to assure BSEE that the collaborative that RESTCo has
assembled for this project has the background and capability to perform the proposed work.
NRCC is a lead agency in Arctic research and development for the government of Canada, and
has an Arctic Program (http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/solutions/collaborative/arctic.html) for
such work. It also has a major program for Ocean, Coastal and River Engineering (OCRE)
(http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/rd/ocre/index.html) based on decades of experience and worldclass facilities stretching across Canada, including multiple test tanks with ice-handling
capabilities. NRCC has worked extensively with the offshore oil industry in Canada, including
work on ice management. Employees of NRCC are recognized internationally for their work in
modelling ice and ice problems. NRCC identifies shipping companies, operators of offshore
structures in the north, and government departments with a northern marine mandate as target
industries for their OCRE program.
RESTCo is a collaborative entity, bringing together the expertise of our principals and a network
of experts. Among our principals we boast over 170 years of experience in the fields of:
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energy systems, engineering, efficiency, resilience, conservation, monitoring, demand
management, sustainable sources, etc.
transportation (primarily ground and water), including alternative fuels
housing, including design, construction, heating, cooling and ventilation systems,
efficient design
research and development, patent development, product development, manufacturing
system automation, analysis, design, development, implementation and maintenance
writing, curriculum design, course development and teaching
business management, project management
economics, health-care policy, social sciences
Because of the breadth and depth of our expertise and experience, we have also developed a
strong network of others with their own areas of expertise, and we do not hesitate to bring them
in when appropriate. For this proposal, we are linked closely with EST and its founder, David
Prior. In the present proposal, EST is contracted as a result of
TCo’s knowledge of current
industry approaches and plans related to oil-spill remediation in the Arctic, which we view as
being quite inadequate. It is our intention to assist in the development and commercialization of
EST as a promising technology to rectify this serious problem.
To rovide su ort for
TCo’s ca abilit in the area of contract work generall , and in the
area of oil-spill technology in particular, we are providing three completed Past Performance /
Past Experience Reference Information Forms as per Attachment 2 of the RFP, as requested.
Dr. William Adams, the oil/ice scientist in the present proposal, was a principal scientist for the
Beaufort Sea Project and participated in these field studies for over 2 years in the Beaufort Sea
and Mackenzie Delta, where several experimental release tests of oil were conducted. This
included work on both sea ice and freshwater ice, where oil was released both on and under the
ice. He participated in the clean-up activities that included in-situ burning and physical removal
of the oil from the ice. His research included impacts of oil on the physical and biological
aspects of sea ice and the water column below the ice.
RESTCo is currently supporting the development of international standards for the oil and gas
industry for Arctic operations. The two working groups with which RESTCo is formally
involved are the environmental monitoring and physical environment working groups. Dr.
Adams, supported by Christopher Ives and other RESTCo personnel, is working with an
international group of experts under the auspices of the International Standards Organization to
create standards for the safe operation of the oil and gas industry in the Arctic. Understanding
the behaviour of sea ice and the potential impact of oil spills or blow-outs is one of the most
important components of this work. The response systems available in the event of oil spills or
blowouts constitute one of the areas of discussion in this work.
In addition, historically relevant data from the largest experimental oil spill conducted under
rctic sea ice in the Beaufort ea in the 1970s were rovided to Canada’s National nerg
Board in digitized form by RESTCo, since the 5,000 pages of technical reports had been largely
lost to the technical community; also the 5 summary report books from this large
industr /government roject, which cost about $60 million in toda ’s dollars, were digitized.
Figures 11a and 11b illustrate the appearance of the sea ice in the spring after crude oil was
pumped under the ice in midwinter.
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Figure 11a. Aerial images of oil emerging from Figure 11b. Close-up of oil emerging from sea
the sea ice in June after release under the ice in ice in June after a release of oil under the ice in
January (the rings are 100m in diameter).
January, with a scientist looking on.
TCo’s engineering expertise will be provided by Peter Russell and Christopher Ives, whose
résumés indicate extensive practical and theoretical engineering capability. Both these engineers
have had extensive careers that include hands-on design work as well as management of largescale engineering projects. They have both worked within government institutions as well as in
the private sector. They are engaged in the development of a range of oil spill remediation
technologies, one of which is the program proposed here for use in Arctic and other icy
conditions. They bring an innovative perspective to the problem of oil-spill remediation in icecovered waters.
RESTCo has published the Spill Monitor under the editorship of Darryl McMahon, Project
Manager in the present proposal. The RESTCo Spill Monitor was a monthly e-publication about
the real consequences of spills of petroleum products, in both the immediate and longer term. It
followed stories about spills after they faded from the mainstream media.
The expertise of David Prior and the capability of EST are what differentiate our approach to oilspill remediation in Arctic conditions. David Prior is CEO and head of R&D and product
development at EST. He has 40 years of experience in the Atlantic Canada marine industry and
has filed patents on several new products. Mr. Prior receives advice and funding from NRCC,
and consults with CCG and experts in the oil spill remediation industry worldwide.
In summary, RESTCo and its contractors (EST and Spilltronics) have the experience and
expertise, both technical and administrative, to successfully undertake and complete the
proposed work.
REFERENCES
1. Experiments of Crude Oil Spreading in Broken Ice - Data Report, by Playerle, Diane E.,
and Sayed, Mohamed, NRCC TR-1994-26 (1994).
2. Advancing Oil Spill Response in Ice Covered Waters, by D.F. Dickins Associates Ltd for
Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute and United States Arctic Research
Commission (2004).
3. Behavior of Oil Spills in Ice and Implications for Arctic Spill Response, by David
Dickins, DF Dickins Associates, LLC (2011).
http://www.pws-osri.org/publications/OilIce_final.pdf
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4. Meeting the Challenge of Oil Spill Mitigation in the Arctic by David Prior. Vol. 7, No. 4
(Winter 2012). Canadian Naval Review. http://www.navalreview.ca/wpcontent/uploads/public/vol7num4/vol7num4art3.pdf
5. Oil Spills at Sea – Presentation by David Prior to SNAME, Canadian Atlantic Section,
Nov. 2013. Extreme Spill Technology Inc. www.spilltechnology.com
6. Ohmsett Sept. 2012 – Tank Tests Video of EST 12m×3m skimmer vessel.
http://www.spilltechnology.com/video/powerpointmp4.mp4
7. Modern Day Pioneering and its Safety in the Floating Ice Offshore, by Arno Keikonen,
Evan Martin, AKAC Inc. Abstract – Floating ice offshore pioneering has been performed
since the mid-1970s. This paper presents the key lessons learned from 5 such operations
of wide geographic as well as operational range. The intent is to present the safety-related
lessons learned from these operations for increasing the future safety of similar
operations. (Paper # ICETECH12-153-RF)
8. Oil Spills in Sea Ice; Past, Present and Future. Wadhams, Peter, Fermo Conference
(2011).
http://www.restco.ca/Fermo%20Statement%20Oil%20Spills%20in%20Sea%20Ice%207
%20Oct%202011.pdf
9. With the Canada Science and Technology Museum, RESTCo co-hosted the Ottawa
Forum in parallel with the NEB's Inuvik Roundtable on Arctic Offshore Drilling, 12–16
Sept. 2011. http://www.restco.ca/Inuvik_RT_Ottawa.shtml
10. Operating in the Arctic Ocean: Environmental Realities and Technical Challenges, by
RESTCo, presented Feb. 2012 at the Northern Lights Conference, Ottawa, Ontario.
Deals with the potential for offshore drilling for oil and natural gas in the icy waters of
the Arctic, and potential consequences. The paper is available at the Northern Lights
2012 Conference website.
11. RESTCo's submission to the Environmental Audit Committee of the UK House of
Commons – Protecting the Arctic.
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmenvaud/171/171vw02.h
tm
12. Committee on Responding to Oil Spills in U.S. Arctic Marine Environment; Ocean
Studies Board; Polar Research Board; Division of Life and Earth Studies; Marine Board;
Transportation Research Board; National Research Council (U.S.).
13. RESTCo principals Dr. William Adams and Christopher Ives gave a presentation in
Chicago on 4 Feb. 2013 to the USNRC Committee. This related to responding to oil
spills in Arctic waters, the consequences, and superior clean-up and remediation
techniques. (NAS Committee Report released 23 April 2014).
http://restco.ca/RESTCo%20Feb%204,%202013%20USNRC%20Chicago.docx
PRESS RELEASE.
http://www8.nationalacademies.org/onpinews/newsitem.aspx?RecordID=18625
REPORT OVERVIEW. http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=18625
14. Beaufort Sea Project Reprints. http://www.restco.ca/BSP_Reprints.shtml
In the 1970s, the energy (oil) industry and government worked together to carry out fundamental
and important research regarding the impact of offshore oil exploitation in the Arctic, with much
of the work done on-site in the Beaufort Sea area. To our knowledge, little related work has been
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done since this ground-breaking work, and yet the resulting summaries and research papers seem
to have dropped out of the current discussion regarding the impacts of off-shore oil drilling in the
Arctic. Five books were produced as summaries of the work done:
Birds and Marine Mammals, 1977, 124 pages
Crude Oil in Cold Water, undated, 119 pages
Fishes, Invertebrates and Marine Plants, 1985, 167 pages
Oil, Ice and Climate Change, undated, 103 pages
Oil Spill Countermeasures, 1977, 67 pages
The summaries all drew upon over 40 technical papers based on the research done including the
work b W. . dams, Technical e ort #29, “Light Intensit and Primar Productivit Under
ea Ice Containing il” which was highlighted in ummaries #3 and #4.
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L.10.2.6. PLAN FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE EFFORT
This project involves four corporate entities (RESTCo, NRCC, EST, Spilltronics) and about a
dozen key personnel in the United States and Canada. Based on past experience, the proposed
timeline is manageable. NRCC, EST and Spilltronics are each being asked to do work with
which they are very familiar. While RESTCo is a relatively new organization, it boasts decades
of work experience in science, engineering, and business management on the part of its
principals. NRCC experts are engaged in their areas of expertise, as is Dr. Mary Williams.
The key to managing such a group of experienced professionals is communications to ensure that
each player understands what is expected of them, and when. This process has already begun
during the course of development of this proposal.
In the event the contract is awarded by BSEE, the Project Manager will develop a statement of
work (SOW) for each key person and subcontracting corporation. In each case, the person or
representative will agree to this SOW in writing. The Project Manager will develop a detailed
project plan which will be shared with all key contributors.
The Project Manager will conduct a conference call status meeting once a week, typically early
on Friday afternoon for all key contributors who are actively contributing at that time. The focus
of this meeting is to com are the week’s achievements against the roject schedule, identif
issues, and confirm expectations for the following week, and further into the future for major
items. If issues are identified in the course of the call, the Project Manager has the remainder of
the day and during the weekend to establish resolutions and contingencies. A brief summary of
the status call will be provided to participants via e-mail. In addition to the weekly status calls,
key contributors will be expected to notify the Project Manager of any exceptional items or
circumstances which are likely to affect the project schedule, quality or deliverables at the time
they arise.
Communication b e-mail will be encouraged, to rovide a “ a er trail”, enhance clarit , and
facilitate communication to multi le individuals even if not all are available for a conversation
at one time-.
Images of work in progress can be provided via e-mail to reduce the need for travel to worksites.
This has the advantage of creating a chronological record of progress and a repository available
for subsequent review.
The key to successful project delivery in these circumstances is solid communication, keeping
surprises to a minimum, and acting collaboratively to deal with issues which may arise, and to
work as a team for a common goal: successful delivery of an innovative oil-spill skimmer for
use in Arctic conditions.
At the weekly project team meeting prior to meetings with the BSEE representative(s) or
submission of quarterly reports, current project status will be consolidated for communication to
BSEE.
The Project Manager will provide all reports required by BSEE pursuant to the contract from
kick-off meeting agenda and summary to final presentation, including quarterly progress reports
and teleconferences.
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In the event an issue arises which affects contract performance or delays delivery, the Project
Manager will notify the Contracting fficer’s e resentative in a timel manner, identif ing the
issue and the plan (if any) to mitigate the problem.
Work Plan
Prior to delivery of the vessel and tower to BSEE there will be multiple phases of work:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Testing of oil/ice separation (multiple configurations)
Refining of design parameters for test towers
Fabrication of test towers and model test hulls
Testing of test towers and test hulls with ice and petroleum-based oil in saline water
(NRCC ice tank)
Fabrication of final 6m vessel and collection tower (by EST)
Pre-delivery testing of the completed gravity skimmer (EST, Spilltronics, RESTCo)

See the accompanying Gannt chart for the preliminary project schedule. A more detailed work
plan will be developed as an early work product if BSEE and RESTCo agree to a contract.
(Scheduling may be impacted by the availability of the NRCC ice tank, other factors outside the
control of RESTCo, and the ability of BSEE to book a testing facility that can manage oil and
ice.)
A more detailed version of the work to be done is provided in the Pricing Volume to substantiate
the cost estimates.
The work plan is devised to enable RESTCo/EST to deliver fault-free equipment that will have
been put to the test in harsher conditions than it is likely to experience at Ohmsett.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Corporate Subcontractor Descriptions and Key Personnel Résumés
RESTCo
RESTCo is a small Canadian corporation that sees its primary value in the network of associates
from around the world and the knowledge and expertise of the RESTCo principals, which it can
call u on to solve roblems. ne of
TCo’s rinci als was a hands-on researcher in the
Beaufort Sea Project (BSP) work. RESTCo has made the BSP Reports and almost 40 supporting
Technical Papers (oil-spill research in the Arctic) available on-line at its website. RESTCo
hosted and co-sponsored (with the Canada Science and Technology Museum) the Ottawa Forum
on offshore oil drilling in the Arctic. In this project, RESTCo will be the prime contractor and
will coordinate contributions from multiple expert sources and deliver the results to BSEE,
according to the contract.
In addition to subject knowledge, managing research work, and project management, RESTCo
will provide a number of in-kind resources to facilitate the project, including video cameras and
editing ca abilities, several thousand dollars’ worth of P -approved oil spill removal and
remediation materials, use of its own test tank as appropriate, computers for logging results,
laboratory and test materials and equipment, storage facilities, vehicle and moving equipment,
office and administrative support, and sundry related materials. RESTCo estimates the value of
its in-kind contributions to be between $60,000 and $70,000 depending on the amount of oilclean-up material needed in the course of the work.
The National Research Council Canada
The National Research Council Canada (NRCC) is the Government of Canada's premier research
and technology organization. Working with clients and partners, NRCC provides innovation
support, strategic research, scientific and technical services. NRCC is uniquely positioned to
deliver a compelling value proposition to our clients and collaborators through a focus on
commercial success and tangible impacts on industrial growth. NRCC encourages and engages
in multiple forms of collaboration for a project. Our collaborative research projects span a very
broad spectrum of activities and business structure models. Access to NRCC expertise and
equipment provides our collaborators with the opportunity to accelerate their commercial
development timelines, while a focus on industrial applications provides NRCC with insights
into commercial direction for research and technology development activities.
Amongst its many facilities, the NRCC small Ice Tank is an indoor, refrigerated facility that
simulates Arctic and northern marine conditions. This tank is a versatile ice modelling facility
that has been used to study dozens of ice-related problems. It is used for many types of studies,
including model tests of ice structure interactions using model ice, as well as oil in waves with
full-scale ice conditions. The concrete tank is 21m long by 7m wide by 1.1m deep (68.9 ft × 23
ft × 3.6 ft) and is equipped with both a towing and service carriage. The temperature inside the
chamber can be varied down to -20 °C and can produce ice up to 0.6 m (2 ft) thick. The tank can
also accommodate a wave machine, producing a wave climate in different ice regimes.
Extreme Spill Technology
Extreme Spill Technology (EST) is a Canadian corporation that has developed innovative,
mechanical, oil spill recovery technology that is particularly adept at recovering oil spilled on
rough seas and ice-covered waters. CCG calls it the first truly innovative oil spill technology in
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40 ears and “ver likel has a ca abilit of res onding to s ills of oil in the rctic and other ice
conditions”. In 2011, EST was selected under the first round of financing by the Canadian
Innovation Commercialization Program to produce a 12m prototype oil skimmer barge. This
was fully funded by Public Works and Government Services Canada. The vessel was built in the
summer of 2012 and tested at Ohmsett. Performance was good, with a throughput efficiency
(capture rate) of 94%.
EST began developing its innovative technology in 2005. International patents have now been
granted. Work began at Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and immediately attracted
investment from Altinex ASA, a Norwegian offshore oil services company now part of Noreco
ASA. Altinex invested funds to perform tank tests with bunker C and crude oil, and to build a
6m prototype to carry out sea trials. This work was completed in 2007 and yielded excellent
results.
In 2008, further tank tests were conducted at Dalhousie University's Ocean Research Centre
Atlantic by Dr. Farid Taheri with funding from NRCC.
BP’s High Interest Technolog Team has also worked with T, and in 2010 T built a 6m oil
skimmer prototype for BP in Alabama, in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
In 2011, EST received a Sustainable Shipping award from the U.K.
Spilltronics
Spilltronics was started in 2011 to develop specialty automated control systems for new
approaches to mechanical oil-spill recovery, notably the EST collection tower. The parent
company is Bowles Corporation Inc. which, since 1983, has provided engineering, design and
manufacturing for creative, high-tech products. In that timeframe Bowles Corporation has spun
off two separate companies, one of which is Clean Earth Technology (CET). CET provides
specialty automated equipment for groundwater remediation using our unique and patented
capacitive based oil/water interface sensors to find and pump floating hydrocarbons in common
monitoring wells and specialized recovery wells. CET continues to sell and service its
equipment worldwide.
Spilltronics is using the extensive real-world experience of CET and parlaying it into the
Spilltronics automated control system designed for use on the EST oil spill recovery vessels.
Along with its two patents, Bowles Corporation was the winner of the 2001 Vermont Small
Business Innovator of the Year award and was the subject of a feature article in the Vermont
Business People magazine in 2004. Bowles Corporation and its sister companies continue to
provide specialized equipment for the medical calibration industry and renewable energy
education world, and it provides custom engineering, design and manufacturing contract
services.
E.Y.E. Marine Consultants
E.Y.E. Marine Consultants was founded in Nova Scotia in 1967 and over the years has
established a reputation for innovative, successful designs for a wide range of vessels which are
in operation in several countries. E.Y.E. has an extensive design portfolio of vessels of all types
and operations.
E.Y.E. is at the leading edge of technology when it comes to vessel design and consulting.
Using the latest computer programs E.Y.E. can produce 3-D hull models and structural layouts
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with great accuracy, so ship and boat builders reduce man-hours as well as wasted material.
Using the modelling program Rhinoceros, E.Y.E. can give ship and boat owners a preview of
their future vessels even before construction commences. With the experience and innovative
technology of their team, E.Y.E. can handle any project that ship builders, boat builders and
owners require.
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H.6 Résumés and Roles of Key Personnel
Darryl McMahon – RESTCo
Project Manager
Dr. William Adams – RESTCo
Research lead, oil-ice interaction and separation
Christopher Ives – RESTCo
Co-lead for design of mechanical shapes and devices
Peter Russell – RESTCo
Co-lead for design of mechanical shapes and devices
David Prior – EST
Lead on hull design research, including active ice management approaches, initial test towers
and model hulls design and construction and design of the 6-metre demonstration vessel
(assisted by E.Y.E. Marine)
David Bowles – Spilltronics, U.S.A.
Lead designer, automated systems (notably collection tower pump sensors and control)
Dr. Mary Williams – Independent Contractor
Research lead, ice scaling effects, past NRCC ice research
Dr. Mohamad Sayed – National Research Council Canada
Consultant, ice in water and spilled oil behaviour
Dr. Louis Poirier – National Research Council Canada
NRCC prime, testing in NRCC large, climate-controlled test tank, ice making
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1

Darryl McMahon, Vice President - Administration and Director, RESTCo

Darryl has over thirty-five years of work experience since obtaining his Honours degree in
Commerce (business administration). He has worked with organizations ranging in size from less
than five employees to those employing more than 10,000; serving clients and employers as a
finance officer, line manager, system analyst, developer, technical architect, project manager,
and more. He has done significant work in the energy, government, arts, software and systems
development, telecommunications, community services and health sectors.
Darryl is currently the Project Manager for the eastern ntario communit health sector’s
Common Assessment and Referral for Enhanced Support Services (CARESS) project,
supporting approximately 70 charitable and government agencies providing services to roughly
100,000 clients / patients. This is a half-time umbrella project which Darryl has been managing
since 2010, in which a number of sub-projects with an aggregate value in the millions of dollars
have been established and completed.
In the past, Darryl has provided project management services to Alberta Health and Wellness,
Telus, Bell Canada, Stentor Canadian Network Management and the Canadian Council for the
Arts. His work in the telecommunications sector involved liaison with dozens of client and peer
organizations around the world. He was the original Administrator for the Nuclear Liability Act
and an officer with the Atomic Energy Control Board.
He also has an abiding passion for sustainable energy systems, energy efficiency and
conservation, economic and social policy, and alternate fuels. He is an acknowledged expert in
the field of electric vehicles, with more than 30 years of personal hands-on experience with
electric cars, motorcycles, tractors, bicycles and boats. He is past President of the non-profit
Electric Vehicle Council of Ottawa (EVCO), Historian for the Electric Auto Association, and
maintains the electric vehicle history pages on the Econogics Web site, which are widely
recognized as a premier collection of information in the field.
Darryl is the author of numerous articles and papers on a variety of subjects and of the book The
Emperor's New Hydrogen Economy, which has been called "one of the most useful energy books
going". He was the editor of the Spill Monitor e-brief publication.
Darryl holds a Certificate in Energy Programming and Evaluation from Carleton University
(Carleton Sustainable Energy Research Centre).
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2

William (Bill) A. Adams, Ph.D. Vice President – Strategy, RESTCo

Dr. Adams has conducted fieldwork in both the Canadian western and eastern Arctic and has
visited the Arctic on many occasions and participated in Arctic exercises of Canada's Department
of Defence (DND) and is familiar with these regions. He has worked on Arctic science
specializing in lake and sea ice properties including physical and biological. He was a research
scientist with Environment Canada where he participated as a principal investigator in the
Beaufort Sea Project experimental oil spill trials in the Beaufort Sea. Since this time he
continued some involvement with Arctic studies when he moved to the DND Research group in
Ottawa. More recently, he was responsible for directing the Defence Science Advisory Board
(DSAB), a private sector body that reports to the Deputy Minister and Chief of Defence Staff at
DND, on developments in the area of Arctic related studies. Several studies have been
completed, some under his direct Chairmanship, including those on using a comprehensive
approach to Federal initiatives in the Arctic as well as reviewing all Arctic science resources that
are relevant to DND Arctic initiatives and assessing surveillance technologies most appropriate
for Arctic applications including oil-spill detection and monitoring. He has also been involved
with the formation of a new company, Remote Energy Security Technologies Collaborative
(RESTCo), with a strong focus on the Canadian Arctic and remote communities. RESTCo has
been very active in oil spill research and was, along with Dr. Adams, an intervener in the
National Energy Board (NEB) review of offshore drilling in the Canadian Arctic conducted in
2011. RESTCo participated under contract to Natural Resources Canada in planning the future
research program for the Canadian High Arctic Research Station.
Dr. Adams is VP Strategic Planning for RESTCo which was formed in 2010. He was the
founder and Director of the Electrochemical Science and Technology Centre of the University of
Ottawa over the period 1986 to 1995. The Centre conducted basic and applied research on
electric vehicles, medical power sources (artificial heart project), and defence power sources for
government and private sector clients.
Dr. Adams has spoken frequently at scientific and technical meetings and organized many
conferences over his career. Recently, he has participated in Arctic conferences in Anchorage,
Alaska, and ttawa and is on a ederal working grou related to Canada’s in ut into roviding a
Canadian position on oil spill response under the Arctic Council. He was invited to participate in
a conference in Siberia related to the environmental impacts of development in the Arctic where
he lectured in Salekhard, St Petersburg and Moscow. He has published his research work
extensively (over 100 papers) in the scientific literature, holds several patents on battery and fuel
cell technology and been an editor for both the Electrochemical Society and the Journal of Power
Sources. He has been an active member of scientific associations throughout his career, e.g., he
was President of the Spectroscopy Society of Canada in the 1970s. He was one of the founders
of the Electric Vehicle Association of Canada.
Dr. Adams holds a Ph.D. obtained in the area of high-pressure electrochemistry from the
University of Ottawa and did a P.D.F. studying the high pressure forms of ice at the National
Research Council Canada.
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SCHOLARLY AND PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (selection only)
Reviewer and Chair of Site Visit committees for Natural Science and Engineering Research
Council of Canada (NSERC) of many scholarly research grants over the past 30 years
Reviewer for scientific papers for scholarly publications since 1969 currently as reviewer
and member of scientific program committee for the EIC Climate Change Conferences 2013
and 2015.
2013 – present Canadian Lead, Working Group 3 Environmental Monitoring, for
International Standards Organization, Arctic Operations Standards
2013 – presently Emeritus member Defence Advisory Board of Canada
2007-2010 Chair, Defence Science Advisory Board, Canada
2011 Co-organized with RESTCO, as an Intervenor with the National Energy Board of
Canada (NEB), a one week conference in Ottawa as part of input into the
NEB Review of offshore drilling in the Canadian Arctic – September 2011
2010 VP Strategy RESTCO
2009 Brief to the Parliament of Canada Transport Committee Re: Bill C 3, An Act to
amend the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act presented by Dr. Bill
Adams, March 31, 2009
1993-99 Operating Agent, Annex V, Exploratory Research on Advanced Batteries and
Supercapacitors, International Energy Agency Implementing Agreement on Electric
Vehicle Technologies and Programs
1994-1996 Treasurer and Technical Director, Electric Vehicle Association of Canada
1994-1996 Technical Advisory Committee Member, Electric Vehicle
Association of the Americas
1992-94 Member, Board of Directors, Electric Vehicle Assoc. of the Americas
1991-93 Chairman, Electric Vehicle Association of Canada
1995-2006 President and CEO of ESTCO Inc. and ESTCO Battery Management Inc.
privately held companies conducting research on battery related technologies
1986- 1995 Founder and Director University of Ottawa Electrochemical Science and
Technology Centre and Adj. Professor Chemical Engineering Department
1978- 1984 Defence Scientist, Canadian Department of Defence- research on high energy
rechargeable battery systems
1968-1978 Research Scientist, Environment Canada, Water Science Section undertaking oil spill impact research in Arctic Canada and research on water properties
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3

Christopher Ives - Vice President Technology, RESTCo

CHRISTOPHER IVES, MA, Cantab – born 1942 in UK – Canadian Citizen 1970 – speaks
English & French.
Graduate 1965 Mechanical Sciences, Cambridge University – Industrial Administration postgrad
Scholarship Apprentice 1961-66 - Nuclear Power Plant, Mining Equipment, Steam TurboGenerators.
An engineer-scientist with a broad background in Transportation, Energy, Housing (Canada, UK,
Europe). Skilled as a designer/builder/project-manager of pilot to full-scale production &
demonstration systems.
Since the 2010 BP catastrophe Chris has focussed mainly on Oil Spill Response and Water
Restoration. His recent work includes amphibious propulsion (Canadian/U.S. patents), arcticventilation systems, and the airborne pollution of arctic waters from PCB & “banned” esticides.
Also investigating other technologies to address the environment crisis including hydroponic
algae systems to process farm/municipal wastewater & sewage.
TRANSPORTATION experience includes Natural Gas Pipelines (with British Gas &
TransCanada Pipelines), Coal Slurry Pipelines (with CN Rail), and Rail-Truck Freight (with CP
ail & Trans ort Canada “Intermodal Terminal Design tud ”). arlier work with uro ean
Space Research on satellite telescope experiments, and also with Esso Chemical Canada
Building Products on phenolic foam boardstock insulation plants.
ENERGY & HOUSING experience - Coming to Canada in 1970 Chris saw a need for renewable
energy + demand-side management, built a demo solar house in 1976 with McGill & NRC
support, and invented self-pumping solar units. With Canada's Federal Housing Agency CMHC
from 1989-2007 he managed 3 “Health Housing” demos for urban, aboriginal and northern
housing. He also championed onsite micro-scale utilities (water & sewage + heat & power) for
remote communities, wrote CMHC’s “Backu Power for Your Home” and has investigated
M ’s in housing. s the midwife for CMHC’s Vancouver/Toronto Health Houses he hel ed
to start CMHC’s Net Zero nerg initiative (renamed uilibrium Housing). He is now
develo ing a children’s book “Power our house with an lectric Car”, and works towards “ irst
Nations Healthier Housing” with the lders of an jibwa communit on Lake Ni issing
Ontario.
PERSONAL - Chris believes we must be Stewards, not merely reducing our footprint and
ada ting to climate change, but activel restoring & enhancing arth’s ecos stems to enable us
to recover and protect our own health. His "LifeRing" Trademark highlights appropriate designs,
products & services.
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4

Peter A. G. Russell P.Eng. M.Sc. - President and CEO, RESTCo

Peter is a Professional Engineer whose experience straddles the fields of Industrial and
Mechanical Engineering and Building Technology pursued with a commitment towards greater
environmental sustainability.
fter graduating in Mechanical ngineering, and a master’s degree in Production ngineering, at
Birmingham University, UK, he pursued a career in manufacturing industries in the UK and
Canada. This culminated in managing a provincially run housing prefabrication plant in
Churchill, Manitoba. This was a stepping stone to a second career, in the Research Division of
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) in Ottawa.
During 19 years at CMHC he managed the contracting-out of a broad range research topics,
including solar energy systems, indoor air quality, basement structures, composite wood
structures, mechanical systems, district heating, prefabricated housing, foundation systems for
Arctic housing, life-cycle costing of houses, and embodied energy of building materials. This
mix of experience formed the basis for his role as one of the principals involved in establishing
CMHC’s Health Housing initiative.
He was a ointed as Canada’s re resentative on the International, nerg genc (I
(OECD)
Future Buildings Forum, an international body tasked with identify building energy related
research priorities. Stemming from that, he chaired the 13-nation IEA Annex 31 - Energy
Related Environmental Impact of Buildings, which brought together leading expertise on how
this could be quantified. He was vice-chair of the Canadian tandards ssociation’s (C )
committee on Heat Recovery Ventilators, and its committee on residential ventilation standards.
In the early 1980s he constructed his family home, modelled on the 1976 Saskatchewan
Research House, largely from materials recovered from two ex-military houses, taken apart as a
family exercise.
Subsequent to an early retirement from CMHC in 1998, he has pursued a variety of initiatives,
taking advantage of his extensive network of colleagues in the field of housing technology. In
2002 he was a resource person for the Greater Vancouver CitiesPlus project an international
competition to design sustainable cities. The project won the competition.
In 2007/2008 he was engaged by Habitat for Humanity Canada to project-manage the building
and equipping of a factory in Nepal to manufacture corrugated bamboo roof panels. This was
largely funded by the Canadian International Development Agency.
He is engaged in initiatives that blend production, housing, and energy-related engineering.
These activities have comprised projects related to concrete foundations, processing of fly ash,
modular concrete housing, heat recovery ventilator design. His focus is on integration of
housing technology applied to the needs of Arctic housing. He maintains a link with the
engineering department at Carleton University. He mentored 4th year students in a group design
course on innovative structural and mechanical design aspects of advanced buildings.
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He holds a recent patent on the design of a valve for installation in soffits. This is designed to
exclude rain from attics and help secure roofs in hurricanes. This is in collaboration with the
Ottawa company Stormfirma and a Caribbean based company.
In the field of oil spill recover he has developed the rapid response, RESTCo Oil Spill Clean Up
Equipment (ROSCUE) system, comprising a widely adopted all-terrain, amphibious vehicle to
deliver oil skimmers and oil neutralization materials to even the most difficult to access spill
sites: rivers, lakes, swamp and maritime shore applications. Peter has been President and CEO of
RESTCo since its formation.
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David Prior - EST

Professional Objective:
Market innovative oil spill recovery technology developed by Extreme Spill Technology.
Education:
Honours Business Administration at the Richard Ivey School of Business Administration,
Western University, London, Ontario.
Patents and Papers:
- In 1986 filed international patents for an innovative sail-assist system for commercial ships.
- In 2010 wrote a paper for WWF on the BP spill in the Gulf of Mexico.
http://assets.panda.org/downloads/thecircle0310.pdf page 24
- In 2012 the Canadian Naval Review published my article on oil spill mitigation in the Arctic:
Volume 7, Number 4 (Winter 2012)
http://www.navalreview.ca/wp-content/uploads/public/vol7num4/vol7num4art3.pdf
- In 2013 the Claims Journal in Los Angeles published my article on oil spill mitigation:
http://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2013/09/04/236180.htm
Speaking Engagements:
-

Designated speaker at the Second Annual Oil Spill Response Workshop in Beijing
http://www.oilspillchina.com/osrw_2012/index_en.html

-

Designated speaker at MEOPAR in Halifax, 2014
http://meopar.ca/

-

Designated speaker at Offshore Arabia 2014 in Dubai, UAE
http://www.offshorearabia.ae/

Experience:
-

Moved to Nova Scotia in 1970 and worked on offshore scallop and stern draggers before
joining B tevens & ons, Canada’s remier sailmaking com an at the time.

-

In 1975 started the sailmaking business, ou’West ails to cater rimaril to the fishing
industry (riding sails) and the marine industry. Undertook a 6-month stint working inside
Canada’s naval base in Halifax, HMC Dock ard. ou’West ails outfitted Canada’s 12
new frigates with fabric items.
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-

In 1997 started Tryon Boatworks to manufacture epoxy-composite aquaculture
workboats for Maritime aquaculture.

-

In 2003, with funding from the National Research Council of Canada, developed a
method of building large structures entirely of recycled plastic.

-

Proceeded to build a large, 12m aquaculture barge entirely with recycled plastic and
equipped with a 6 metre-tonne crane. This $350,000 vessel was delivered to the Mohegan
Tribe’s o ster a uaculture o eration in tonington, CT.

-

In 2005, while doing contract work in the Oil & Gas Department at Dalhousie University,
I was introduced to an innovative idea for recovering spilled oil.

-

Formed Extreme Spill Technology (EST) to further develop and commercialize this
concept. EST patented new and innovative features in 2008.

-

In 2010, licensed a new company, SP Tech, in Mobile, AL to manufacture our EST
skimmers for the BP spill. SP Tech built a 6m skimmer for BP to assess and made a
video of this vessel recovering oil in a 25m test tank in Mobile, Alabama.

-

In 2008 made my first business trip to China to explore potential markets in Asia for oil
spill technology. In October, 2011, tank tests were performed by the Chinese Coast
Guard (MSA) using a 6m EST test vessel with funds invested by a Chinese shipyard. In
2012 MSA arranged to test this vessel on the ocean using bunker C fuel oil. The test was
very successful.

In 2012, designed and built an EST 12m oil skimmer vessel for the Canadian Coast Guard. EST
was selected to do this under the first round of the Canadian Innovation Commercialization
Program.
Contact
P.O. Box 8342 Halifax, Halifax, NS, B3K 5M1
david.prior@spilltechnology.com
www.spilltechnology.com
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6

David F. Bowles, Owner Bowles Corporation (includes Spilltronics division)

President and Owner
PERSONAL SUMMARY
Strong entrepreneurial skills and the ability to think outside of the box to bring new product ideas
into the marketplace. Extensive background in product development through manufacturing,
sales and service. Good engineering cross sector knowledge with the ability to fit multiple
engineering disciplines and technologies together. Experienced in finding and organizing teams
with multiple disciplines to take an idea through development, into production and ultimately to
worldwide sales. Strategic appreciation in business with good interpersonal skills to engage,
motivate and encourage others to change.
WORK EXPERIENCE SUMARY
Bowles Corporation 1983 - present
In 1983, after 5 years of working for large corporations in product research and development,
David started his own company called Bowles Corporation. In the beginning, Bowles
Corporation provided mechanical design and manufacturing engineering consulting along with
machine shop and assembly services. Bowles Corporation has expanded into product
development over its 32 year operational life and has evolved into a company with over 15
employees.
Over this time period, David has overseen the development and introduction to market of 24
unique products with major upgrades for 10 of them over time. Concurrently, he has started 2
sisters companies, both of which are operating successfully to this day.
Clean Earth Technology, Inc. 1990 - present
A Sister Company that specializes in underground petroleum spill remediation equipment
utilizing specialized adaptions of aerospace fuel sensing technology. Clean Earth Technology,
Inc. and holds two patents in this arena. Clean Earth Technology, Inc. has sold remediation
systems around the world for 25 years.
Spilltronics 2009 - present
A Sister Company that is specializing in building on its experience with oil/ water interface
sensing technology to develop a series of automated control systems for a new disruptive
technology for large water born oil spill cleanup skimmer vessels. These vessels utilize a very
simple but very effective patented oil and water separation methodology. The Spilltronic systems
automate the operation of various pumps, valves and other required components based on
sensing the amount of recovered and separated oil and pumping it to large product holding tanks.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
B.S. (Hons) Mechanical Engineering. Clarkson University 1972-1977
M.S. (Hons) Mechanical Engineering. Clarkson University 1977-1978
Master’s Thesis Com uter Modeling of Wind nerg Turbines.
AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Product development
Mechanical Engineering
Design for manufacturing
Ongoing product design and manufacturing improvement.
Business plan development
Small business start-up
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PERSONAL SKILLS
Strategic planning
Strong Customer Focus
Ability to identify critical issues
PERSONAL DETAILS
445 Long Point Rd.
N Ferrisburgh, Vermont 05473
T: 802 425 3447
E: dbowles@bowlescorp.com
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F. MARY WILLIAMS Ph.D. D. Sc. – Independent Contractor

EXPERTISE:
 Mathematical and physical modeling of ice and ocean engineering systems;
 Ocean technology development and deployment
 Leadership and management in science and engineering organizations.
EXPERIENCE:
 Physical modeling to determine the performance of ships, structures and underwater
vehicles in harsh ocean environments;
 ull scale field measurements in the rctic, the ntarctic, and Canada’s ast Coast;
 Management and su ervision of Canada’s largest ocean engineering h sical modeling
facilities – the ice, wave, and towing tanks in T. John’s, Newfoundland
FORMAL EDUCATION
 BA (Mathematics) University of Toronto.
 Ph.D., Applied Mechanics, Simon Fraser University.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
 Current: independent contractor
 2002-2012: Director General, NRCC Institute for Ocean Technology (IOT, now OCRE).
OCRE is Canada's national laboratory for ocean engineering research and for ocean
technology development and commercialization.
 1997 - 2002: Professor, Memorial University of Newfoundland, joint appointment in the
Faculty of Engineering & Applied Science and the Department of Physics and Physical
Oceanography.
 1982 - 1994: Research Officer. 1994 - 1997: Senior Research Officer, NRCC-Institute for
Marine Dynamics (IMD). Internal and contract research for government and industry
clients.

SELECTED PROJECTS COMPLETED

Engineering field measurements, ship performance and ice conditions:
 Acoustic measurements on ice, development of an acoustic sensor for ice thickness
measurements, Labrador, February 2001
 Caspian Sea ice properties measurements, in support of ice protection for offshore shallow
water wells in Kazakhstan, February 1999
 Louis S. St. Laurent ice property measurements, in conjunction with ice hull stress
measurements, with US Polar Sea, North Pole voyage, August 1994
 Northumberland Strait ice measurements, confirming previously unreported rafting of ice
and thicker floes approaching bridge piers, February 1994 and March 1993
 Nathaniel B. Palmer, ice property measurements in support of ship performance
assessment for US Antarctic Program, Weddel Sea Antarctica, August 1992
 CCGS Franklin ship performance assessment in ice and snow, for CCG, Notre Dame Bay,
Newfoundland, February, 1991
 Ice fracture studies, Resolute Bay, NWT, April 1993, 1991 and 1990; ice bearing capacity
tests, Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland, 1988
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 M.V. Arctic, ice dynamic response measurements in ship ramming TRIALS, Lancaster
Sound, 1984
 Canmar Kigoriak, ice dynamic response measurements in ship ramming, Beaufort Sea,
1983.
Mathematical modeling:
 Advanced mathematical models for ship performance in ice and snow, based on full scale
trials and model basin experiments. The advancements were verification of speed effects,
inclusion of snow as added resistance, and accurate turning circle predictions.
 For the dynamics of moored and fixed structures under ice loading, developed a
mathematical model for amplitude of dynamic response with mooring or structure
stiffness and ice resistance.
 Non-dimensional representation for the bearing capacity of ice plates, taking into account
thickness and plate deformation.
Physical modeling of ice-structure interaction:
 Ship performance in ice
 Ship manoeuvers in ice
 Properties of model ice rubble
 Ice sheet bearing capacity
 Moored structure motions in ice
 Ice forces on conical structures
 Submarine breakthrough requirements in ice
 Canadian representative on the International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) Ice
Committee, establishing international standards for performance evaluation through ice
model experiments.
 Canadian representative on the ITTC Executive council. Chair of Conference, 2011.
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D.Sc. (Engineering) Queens University, 2004
Simon Fraser University Outstanding Alumni Award, 2003.
Honorary Professor Appointment, Memorial University, 2003-2006
Sponsor of (christened) the Terra Nova FPSO, in Pusan, Korea, February 2000.
Canadian Coast Guard Commissioner’s Commendation medal (for rctic service), 1994.
US Coast Guard Polar medal, 1994.

PUBLICATIONS: Author or co-author of over 100 technical reports. List available as separate
document.

CONTACT: williamsnfld1@bellaliant.net Phone: (709) 739-5309, Mobile: (709) 730-5429
P. . Box 28152, valon P , t. John’s, Newfoundland 1B 4J8
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Dr. Mohamed Sayed- NRCC

Dr. Mohamed Sayed is a Principal Research Officer at the National Research Council Canada.
He received his Ph.D. in 1981 in Applied Mechanics from McGill University. He has over 30
years of experience in dealing with floating ice and oil spill related problems. He has worked
with several different companies to help them solve a wide variety of ice engineering issues. He
has been involved in numerical simulations and visualization of ice cover behaviour and oil
spills. He has developed new simulation techniques based on the emerging particle methods.
His current projects include developing high resolution models for ice forecasting, modelling oil
spills in ice covered waters, modelling of ice jams in the St. Lawrence Seaway, simulating ridge
interaction with bridge piers, and studying the feasibility of ship mooring in broken ice. His
earlier work included field measurements of ice interaction with artificial islands in the Beaufort
Sea, and light piers in the St. Lawrence Seaway. He has over 100 publications in refereed
journal and conference proceedings.
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Dr. Louis Poirier - NRCC

In 2011 Louis completed his Ph.D. thesis in physics at the University of Calgary titled Ice
Friction in the Sport of Bobsleigh. Since that time he has joined the Ice Mechanics group at the
National Research Council Canada in Ottawa. At the NRC Louis has focused on ice interaction
with structures, specifically ice forces on the Confederation Bridge and the Norströmsgrund
lighthouse and examining ice interaction with ice breaking vessels using the N C’s MOTAN
system. Louis has also worked with NRC partners to define and execute model structure testing
rotocols in the N C’s Ice Tank in ttawa. Louis is also currently managing a team of NRC
researchers working on the Beaufort Sea Engineering Database. This project involves both
government and multiple industry partners and the database comprises all key relevant
environmental data for the Beaufort Sea with specific applications for the determination of
design ice loads for offshore platform, and offshore marine operations.
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